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Abstract. Cloud computing applications have acquired a significant im-
portance in the last years. Therefore, this report addresses the prob-
lems of supporting consistency and fault-tolerance in large-scale Geo-
replicated systems. We are particularly interested in applications built
using the cloud-computing paradigm, where data is maintained in mul-
tiple datacenters, located in geographically distant regions. Examples of
such applications are Facebook, Google Apps, among others. In such sys-
tems, data is replicated in different datacenters but also internally to each
datacenter, in different nodes. The report discusses the different trade-
offs among consistency, reliability, availability, and performance when
implementing these systems and pinpoints some possible directions to
improve the state of the art in this respect.

1 Introduction

Large-scale applications must deal with the problem of keeping multiple
copies of the same data, stored in different geographic locations, and maintain-
ing them consistent in face of concurrent access by a potentially large number of
users. The problem of replication in such setting is often called Geo-replication;
it appears with particular emphasis in the context of applications developed
according to the cloud computing paradigm.

There are many examples of applications that benefit from Geo-replication.
For instance, Amazon provides services to clients located anywhere in the world,
using multiple datacenters located in different regions. Also Facebook and Google
have similar setups, serving a very large (and growing) user base. In order to
support this kind of business scale, these systems have to combine performance,
high availability, and scalability, something that is not trivial to achieve in such
a large-scale scenario.

Ideally, the runtime middleware support for these systems would hide from
programmers, issues such as distribution, replication, and the occurrence of node
or network failures. As a result, data would appear to be accessed locally, as if it
was stored in the same machine where the application is launched. Furthermore,
data access by one application would be isolated from concurrent access to the
same data by other applications (or other instances of the same application).
Therefore, there are two main features that cloud computing platforms must
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support: concurrency control and replication management. We briefly introduce
these two aspects in the next paragraphs.

1.1 Concurrency Control

Two operations on a given object execute in serial order if one starts after
the other terminates. Otherwise, the operations are said to execute concurrently.
Although the outcome of a serial execution of operations is often clear to the
programmer, however the result of a concurrent execution may not be intuitive.
For instance, consider an empty FIFO queue object and a method insert. If
“insert(b)” is executed after “insert(a)”, it is clear that ’a’ should be at the
head of the queue and ’b’ at the tail. But what are the legal outcomes when
both operations are executed concurrently?

The problem is exacerbated when we consider sequences of operations, typi-
cally known as transactions. The concurrent execution of two transactions may
yield many different interleavings of their individual operations. Many of these
interleavings may result in outcomes that are not intended by the programmer
of the transactional code (which assumed that her code would be executed in
isolation or could not foresee all possible interleavings).

One way to avoid the problems above is to avoid concurrency, by forcing
all operations and transactions to execute in serial order. Unfortunately this
strategy may result in extremely long waiting times when the system is sub-
ject to high loads. Furthermore, it would prevent the infrastructure from fully
using existing resources (for instance, by preventing operations or transactions
from running in parallel in different cores or machines). This is unacceptable, in
particular because many operations access independent data structures and so,
their concurrent execution does not mutually interfere. Therefore, any practical
system must support concurrent execution of operations and implement mecha-
nisms to ensure that, despite concurrency, operations still return the “expected”
outcomes.

A data consistency model defines which outcomes of a concurrent execution
are deemed correct and which outcomes are deemed incorrect. The mechanisms
required to prevent incorrect outcomes are known as concurrency control mecha-
nisms. As we have noted before, it is often intuitive to programmers and users to
consider that the system behaves as if all operations and/or transactions were
executed in some serial order. This has led to the definition of data consistency
models such as linearizability (for isolated operations) and serializability (for
transactions). These models offer what is often called strong consistency. We
will describe these models in detail later in the text.

Unfortunately, as we will see, implementing strong consistency in Geo-replicated
systems is very expensive, as it requires tight coordination among datacenters;
the required coordination is slowed down by the large network latencies observed
in the Wide Area Networks (WANs) that connect different locations. Therefore,
one has often to impose on the programmers (and users) more relaxed consis-
tency models, that allow for more legal outcomes (even if not as intuitive) at a
smaller cost.
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1.2 Replication Management

Replication serves multiple purposes in a large-scale system. On one hand, it
allows to distribute the load of read-only operations among multiple replicas, at
the cost of requiring inter-replica coordination when updates occur. Since many
workloads are read dominated, replication often pays off from the performance
point of view. On the other hand, replication may increase the reliability and
availability of data. If a given machine fails, data may survive if it is also stored
on a different node. If data is replicated on different datacenters, it may even
provide tolerance to catastrophic events that may destroy an entire datacenter
(such as an earthquake, fire, etc).

Additionally, by keeping multiple copies of the data in different locations,
one also increases the probability that at least one of these copies is reachable in
face of failures in networking components that may, for instance, partition the
network. Given that users may access data from different locations, replication
allows to place data copies closer to the users, and allows them to access data
with smaller latencies. It is therefore no surprise that replication is an important
component of cloud computing.

The main challenge when using replication is how to maintain the replicas
consistent. Again, as with concurrency, ideally it would be possible to hide repli-
cation from the programmers. In that case, the access to a replicated data item
would be similar to the access to a non-replicated item, something known as
one-copy equivalence [1]. Naturally, this requires that copies coordinate during
write (and possibly read) operations. A fundamental coordination abstraction
is Distributed Consensus [2], that allows to implement state-machine replication
[3], a well-established strategy to keep replicas consistent.

As noted before, an essential characteristic of Geo-replicated systems is that
network connections among datacenters are characterized by high latencies. This
makes coordination across datacenters very expensive. Therefore, to operate with
acceptable latencies, a system has to provide weaker guarantees than one-copy
equivalence. Furthermore, wide area networks are subject to network partitions.
In a partitioned network, replicas in different partitions cannot coordinate, and
may diverge if updates are allowed. The observation of this fact has motivated
the CAP theorem [4], that states that it is sometimes impossible to offer both
consistency, availability, and partition tolerance. The problems underlying the
CAP problem are thus another reason to offer weaker consistency guarantees in
geo-replicated systems.

1.3 Putting Everything Together

The use of replication and the support for concurrency brings several benefits
to cloud computing applications. This strongly suggests that a Geo-distributed
system must provide both features. On the other hand, the challenges introduced
by high-latencies in communication between datacenters and the occurrence of
network partitions, make it difficult to support strong consistency and one-copy
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equivalence. Unfortunately, the use of weaker consistency models makes pro-
gramming harder, as the allowed set of outcomes is larger, forcing the program-
mer to take into account a wider set of legal executions.

Moreover, the systems that are built to operate on a geo-distributed scenario
usually need to support a large number of users. These users combined issue
thousands of requests per second that must be answered with a reasonable short
delay in order to provide a good user experience. This stresses the infrastructure
to operate at a very large scale while providing low latency operations. These
applications must rely on an infrastructure that allows them to manipulate the
data with such low latencies. In order to satisfy these requirements, the infras-
tructure must employ very efficient algorithms, often resorting to the weakening
of consistency guarantees.

Additionally, applications are willing to trade consistency for performance be-
cause any increase in the latency of operations could mean the loss of a percent-
age of their users. Therefore, a key aspect in the development of cloud-computing
infrastructures is to find data storage protocols that offer a good trade-off be-
tween efficiency and consistency. This is a very active area of research, to which
this work aims at contributing.

1.4 Roadmap

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes
the goals and expected results of our work. In Section 3 we present all the
background related with our work. Section 4 describes the proposed architecture
to be implemented and Section 5 describes how we plan to evaluate our results.
Finally, Section 6 presents the schedule of future work and Section 7 concludes
the report.

2 Goals

This work addresses the problem of providing geo-replication mechanisms for
large-scale cloud computing applications. More precisely, we aim at:

Goals: Designing and implementing a novel Geo-replication protocol
that offers some useful guarantees to the programmers while maintaining
the scalability and throughput required by large-scale applications.

As will be described further ahead, our protocol will be based in existing
replication approaches, in order to capture the best of each one. According to the
strict requirements imposed by this type of applications, the consistency model
that is going to be supported must be chosen with care. We plan to perform an
experimental evaluation of the protocol in order to assess the suitability of our
approach to cloud-computing environments.

Expected results: The work will produce i) a specification of the pro-
tocol for a single site and for a Geo-replicated scenario; ii) an implemen-
tation of both settings above, iii) an extensive experimental evaluation
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using simulations. If time allows we would like to run experiments us-
ing a cluster infrastructure available at INESC-ID, with real code and
dedicated load generators.

3 Related Work

This section surveys the main concepts and systems that are relevant for our
work. We start by surveying different data consistency models. Then we briefly
introduce the main concurrency control techniques and the main data replication
techniques. Finally, we describe a number of relevant systems that implement
different variants and combinations of these models and techniques.

3.1 Data Objects and Conflict Resolution

We consider that the goal of a datastore system is to store objects in a per-
sistent way, in which objects are replicated and maintained at multiple nodes.
The most simple objects are registers, that only export read and write oper-
ations. In a register, any update operation (i.e., a write) always overwrites the
effect of the previous update. However, in some cases, the system also supports
higher level objects with complex semantics. For instance, consider a set object,
where items can be added using a add operation. In this case, the add operation
updates the state of the object without overwriting the previous update.

As will be discussed further ahead in the report, some consistency models al-
low concurrent update operations to be executed in parallel at different replicas.
As a result, replicas will have an inconsistent state if operations are executed
in an uncoordinated manner. The procedure to reconcile the state of different
replicas is often called conflict resolution. Conflict resolution may be automati-
cally handled by the system or it may require the intervention of some external
component. In the latter case the system may only detect the conflict and handle
the different states to the external component that will be in charge of generat-
ing the new reconciled state of the object (ultimately, this may require manual
intervention from the end-user).

Automatic conflict resolution is, in the general case, impossible. The most
common way of performing automatic conflict resolution is to use the last-writer-
wins rule [5]. This rule states that two concurrent writes are ordered, giving the
impression that one happened before the other (the last write overwrites the
value written by the first). This policy is reasonable for a register object but
may yield unsatisfactory results for more complex objects. For instance, consider
again the set object. Consider a set that is initially empty and two concurrent
updates add different items (say ’a’ and ’b’) to the set. If the set is seen as black
box, the last-writer-wins rule would result in a set with only one item (albeit
the same in all the replicas). However, if some operation semantics aware scheme
exists, it could recognize that some operations are commutative, and merge the
operations in a way that results in the same final state. Therefore, the add
operation would be recognized as commutative.
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3.2 Data Consistency Models

The following sections describe various consistency models that are relevant
to this work. We start by discussing models that do not consider transactions, i.e.,
where no isolation guarantees are provided to sequences of operations. Instead,
the first models only define which outcomes of individual operations are legal in
face of a given interleaving of individual operations executed by different threads.
Consistency models for transactional systems are surveyed in the subsequent
section. Models are described by showing the outcomes of the operations that
are legal under each model. Unless otherwise explicitly stated we assume that
the shared data items are simple registers.

3.3 Non-Transactional Data Consistency Models

3.3.1 Linearizability The Linearizability or Atomic Consistency model, in-
troduced in [6], provides the strongest guarantees to applications. As a matter of
fact, this consistency model is the one that is closer to the idealized abstraction of
memory where each operation occurs instantaneously and atomically. Moreover,
the model assumes that operations may take some time to execute: their dura-
tion corresponds to the interval of time between its invocation and completion.
However, the system behaves as if the operation took effect instantaneously, in
an atomic moment within this interval.

This means that the results of a write operation are necessarily visible to
all other read operations, at most when the write completes. Also, if a write
operation is concurrent with a read operation, the outcome of the write may or
may not be visible to read. However, if it becomes visible, then it will be visible
to all other read operations that are linearized after read. This is illustrated in
Figure 1a.

Furthermore, linearizability has a property known as composability (or lo-
cality). The latter states that a system is linearizable if it is linearizable with
respect to each object. This means that a complex system built by composing
several linearizable objects is also linearizable.

Unfortunately, to build a replicated fault-tolerant system that is linearizable
is very expensive. One way to enforce linearizability is to resort to locking to
perform writes, preventing concurrent reads while a write is in progress. This
may avoid non-linearizable runs but may lead to poor performance and create
unavailability problems in the presence of faults. Non-blocking algorithms exist
to implement linearizable registers, but most of these algorithms require the
reader to write-back the value read, effectively making every read as expensive
as a write.

3.3.2 Sequential Consistency Sequential consistency [7] states that the
execution of multiple threads should be equivalent to the execution of a single
thread which combines all the operations of the multiple threads in some serial
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interleaving, as long as this interleaving respects the partial order defined by each
individual thread (i.e, the serial order must respect the order of the operations
as they were defined in the program).

Unlike linearizability, sequential consistency is not composable. A system
where operations, made over an individual object, respect the local serial con-
sistency is not necessarily globally sequentially consistent.

Sequential consistency is weaker than linearizability, as it does not require
the outcome of a write operation to become immediately visible to other read
operations (i.e., read operations may be serialized “in the past”), as can be seen
on Figure 1b. Still, it requires operations to be totally ordered, which is also
very expensive in a geo-replicated system.

P1

P2

W(1)

R(0) R(1)

P3 R(0) R(1)

(a)

P1

P2

P3

W(1)

R(0)

R(0)

R(1)

R(1)

(b)

P1

P2

W(1)

R(1) R(0)

P3 R(0) R(1)

(c)

Fig. 1: Sequences of operations that are correct (assuming that the initial value
of the register is 0) under: a) Linearizability; b) Sequential Consistency (not
linearizable); c) Eventual Consistency (Neither linearizable nor sequentially con-
sistent).

3.3.3 Per-record Timeline Consistency Per-record timeline consistency
[8] is a relaxation of sequential consistency that implicitly makes the existence
of replication visible to the programmer/user. In the first place, it only ensures
sequential consistency on a per object basis. In this model, the updates made to
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an object have a single ordering, according to a certain timeline, that is shared
by all its replicas (similar to sequential consistency). This ordering is imposed
by a single replica that works as a serialization point for the updates.

This model also guarantees that the versions of the object present in a certain
replica always move forward in this timeline. This way, read operations, made
under this model, will return a consistent version from the ordering described
above. However, and unlike sequential consistency, a read from the same thread
may move back in the timeline with respect to previous reads. This may happen
if the thread needs to access a different replica.

The rationale for this model is that most applications access a single object
and often remain connected to the same datacenter. Therefore, in most cases
users will not observe the “anomalies” allowed by the model. On the other hand,
the weakening of the consistency model and the absence of conflicts (i.e. updates
are serialized at a single node) allows for updates to be propagated in a lazy
fashion among replicas.

3.3.4 Causal Consistency The causal consistency model [9] ensures that
the observed outcomes of operations are always consistent with the “happened-
before” partial order as defined by Lamport [10]. For completeness, we reproduce
here the definition of the happened before order:

– Considering that A and B are two operations that are executed by the same
process, if A was executed before B then they are causally related. There is
a causal order between A and B , where A happens before B.

– If A is a write operation and B is a read operation that returns the value
written by A, where A and B can be executed at different processes, then A
happens before B in the causal order.

– Causal relations are transitive. Considering that A, B and C are operations,
if A happens before B and B happens before C, then A happens before C.

Note that, as with sequential consistency, threads are not required to read
the last value written, as read operations can be ordered in the past, as shown in
Figure 2. Furthermore, and contrary to sequential consistency, concurrent writes
(i.e., two writes that are not causally related) may be observed by different
threads in different orders.

3.3.5 Eventual Consistency Eventual consistency [11, 12] is a term used to
designate any consistency model that allows different threads to observe the re-
sults of update operations in different orders during some (possibly long) period.
Although all threads are guaranteed to eventually read the same values, if write
operations stop being executed. The time interval between the last write and the
point when all replicas see that write is called inconsistency window. The length
of this window depends on various factors like communication delays, failures,
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load of the system, network partitions, and churn. The latter refers to the phe-
nomenon that happens when there are nodes joining and leaving the network
at a very high rate. An example of a sequence of operations that is acceptable
under eventual consistency can be observed in Figure 1c.

P1

P2

P3

W(1)

R(1)

R(2)

R(2)

R(1)

P4 W(2)

Fig. 2: Sequence of operations that are correct (assuming that the initial value
is 0) under Causal Consistency (and Eventual Consistency), although they are
neither linearizable nor sequentially consistent.

3.3.6 Causal+ Causal consistency guarantees that the values returned by
read operations are correct according to the causal order between all operations.
However, it offers no guarantees on the ordering of concurrent operations. This
leads to scenario where replicas may diverge forever [9]. This happens in face of
conflicting writes, which can be applied in different orders at different nodes.

Causal+ consistency appears as a model that aims at overcoming the draw-
back described above by adding the property of convergent conflict handling.
This model has been suggested in a number of different papers [13, 14] and later
detailed in [15].

In this consistency model, the enforcing of the convergence property can
be made by using the last-writer-wins rule, as described before. Additionally, it
allows semantic aware re-conciliation of inconsistent replicas, in which operations
would be recognized as commutative.

3.4 Transactional Data Consistency Models

The consistency models listed previously consider operations in isolation.
Transactional data consistency models consider sequences of operations that
must be treated as a unit. These sequences of operations are named transactions,
and are typically delimited by special operations, namely, beginTransaction
and endTransaction. Transactions often serve a dual purpose: they are a unit
of concurrency control and they are a unit of fault-tolerance.
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For concurrency control purposes, a transactional system makes an attempt
to isolate transactions from each other. As noted earlier in the text, the stronger
consistency models ensure that the concurrent execution of transactions is the
same as if they were executed one after the other (i.e., in a serial execution).

For fault-tolerance, transactions are a unit of atomicity, i.e., either all opera-
tions that constitute the transaction take effect or none does. In the former case,
one says that the transaction has committed. In the latter case, one say that the
transaction has aborted. A consistency model for a transactional system defines
which are the valid outcomes of committed transactions.

3.4.1 Serializability Serializability [16] states that the outcome of a concur-
rent execution of a set of transactions must be the same as the outcomes of some
serial execution of the same transactions. Moreover, the transactions issued by
a process, which are included in this ordering, must respect the order defined in
the program. A concurrent execution of transactions in a replicated system is
serializable if the outcome is equivalent to that of some serial execution of the
same transactions in a single replica.

Similarly to sequential consistency, serializability also requires concurrent
transactions to be totally ordered, and therefore, consensus in a replicated sys-
tem. Given the arguments captured by the CAP theorem [4], it is impossible
to implement a geo-replicated system that combines consistency, availability, or
even scalability under this model.

3.4.2 Snapshot Isolation Snapshot Isolation (SI) [17] is a weaker model of
consistency that has been widely adopted by most database vendors (e.g. Oracle
and SQLServer). According to this model, the state of the system at a given point
in time includes all the updates of all transactions that have committed, as if
these updates have been applied in some serial order. Furthermore, the outcome
of each individual transaction is computed based on a valid system state, at
some previous point in time (i.e., the outcome of a transaction never depends on
partial results from on-going transactions or from updates from transactions that
later abort). Furthermore, if two transactions update a common variable, one
transaction needs to be executed based on a system state that already includes
the outcome of the other. However, unlike with serializability, the state observed
by a transaction does not necessarily reflect the updates of all transactions that
have been totally ordered in the past.

The difference between snapshot isolation and serializability may be sub-
tle and is better illustrated with an example. Consider the following execution:
two transactions concurrently read an overlapping set of values from the same
system state and make disjoint updates to different subsets of these values. Ac-
cordingly to snapshot isolation, these transactions are allowed to commit (and
their updates are applied using some serial order). However, they will commit
without seeing each other’s updates. This “anomaly” (with regard to the ideal-
ized system) is characteristic of snapshot isolation and it is called write skew.
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This particular example shows that SI is weaker than Serializability, as this write
skew could never happen in a serializable execution.

3.4.3 Parallel Snapshot Isolation Although weaker than serializability,
snapshot isolation still requires that write-write conflicts are detected. There-
fore, in a replicated system, a transaction cannot be committed without previous
coordination among replicas. Recent work introduced a variation of this model,
named Parallel Snapshot Isolation [18]. This model consists of a relaxation of
snapshot isolation aimed at geo-replicated systems that allows transactions to
be applied in different orders at different nodes.

In PSI, each transaction is executed and committed at one site but different
transactions may be executed in different sites. Therefore, under this model
we can have concurrent transactions executing at the same site and concurrent
transactions executing at different sites. Concurrency control operates differently
in each of these cases.

In the case where concurrent transactions execute at the same site and there
is a write-write conflict between them, then one of the transactions is required
to abort. The decision on the transaction to be aborted depends on when the
conflict is detected.

– If the conflict is detected when one of the transactions has already commit-
ted, the other must abort.

– If the conflict is detected and none of the transactions has committed yet,
then one or both transactions may be required to abort, given that the
decision policy is not deterministic.

On the other hand, if the conflicting transactions execute at different sites
there are scenarios where both can commit. More precisely:

– If the conflict is detected when one of the transactions has already commit-
ted and the other has not, then the latter must be aborted.

– If the conflict is detected and both transactions have committed (in different
sites), then the transactions must be ordered according to some criteria.

– If no conflict is detected, then both are committed and their updates applied
in the same order at all sites.

Unfortunately, when conflicting transactions execute at different nodes their
outcome is unpredictable as it depends on runtime conditions and implementa-
tion decisions related on how and when the system decides to propagate infor-
mation about on-going and committed transactions among the different replicas.
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3.5 Concurrency Control Mechanisms

In order to allow concurrent access by different threads, a system must pro-
vide some mechanism to coordinate them. These coordination mechanisms can
be of two types: pessimistic or optimistic.

The most common way to implement pessimistic concurrency control is
through the use of locking. In this approach all operations made over an ob-
ject require the acquisition of a lock to the object. This grants to the thread
exclusive access to a certain object, blocking the other threads that are trying
to access that object. Unfortunately, the process of acquiring a lock can lead
to a situation of deadlock in which all processes are blocked. This problem is
aggravated when in distributed settings where nodes can fail, leaving objects
locked. The latter issue is usually due to the complexity associated with the use
of locks in programs. In order to avoid deadlocks, a programmer has to verify all
possible scenarios for the execution, ensuring that two or more threads are not
waiting for each other to release a certain object (i.e., all threads are ensured to
progress in the execution).

On the other hand, optimistic concurrency control offers a better utilization
of the computational resources by allowing the execution of concurrent opera-
tions over the same objects without requiring the usage of locking mechanisms.
This concurrency control model is usually related with transactions and in order
to achieve the consistency guarantees of serializability, the threads must check
if there are no conflicts between the issued transactions. As described before, a
conflict occurs in the two following situations: i) if two concurrent transactions
write the same object (write-write conflict); ii) one transaction reads an object
that was written by a concurrent transaction (read-write conflict). If there is
a conflict, then one of the transactions must rollback its operations (i.e., it is
aborted). Although, the transaction that was aborted is repeated later. Unfor-
tunately, if conflicts happen frequently, the repetition of aborted transactions
hinders the performance of the system (i.e., computational resources are wasted
in executing operations that will be discarded). Therefore, in optimistic concur-
rency control, it is assumed that different threads will perform operations that
do not affect each other.

3.6 Data Replication Approaches

The benefits of replication, as described previously, led to the appearance of
a large number of replication approaches. The replication mechanisms that we
consider relevant for the work being developed are the following: active replica-
tion, primary-backup replication, and multi-master replication.

Active replication: In active replication, requests made to the system are pro-
cessed by all replicas. This requires that processes execute operations in a
deterministic and synchronized way, receiving the same sequence of opera-
tions. In order to achieve the previous mechanism, the system must make
use of an atomic broadcast protocol that guarantees that all replicas receive
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the messages in the same order and if one process receives the message then
all the others receive it. The use of atomic broadcast hinders the scalability
of the system since it must use a distributed consensus mechanism [2], which
requires heavy communication.

Unlike the latter, the primary-backup and multi-master mechanisms assume
that operations are made over a single replica. These two solutions are based on
the read-one-write-all-available (ROWAA) approach [19], in which operations
are assigned to a local site where they are executed and later propagated to
remote sites. This way, these two mechanisms can be classified using the following
parameters: transaction location and synchronization strategy.

Primary-backup replication: According to the parameters defined above, in
the primary-backup approach updates are made on a single replica (master)
and then propagated to the remaining replicas, while read operations can be
directed to any node. This propagation can be either made in an eager or
lazy way. In the eager approach, the client issues an update and the master
only replies after the update has been propagated to all the replicas, often
providing strong consistency. On the other hand, the lazy approach assumes
that the master replies to the client after the update has been applied locally.
This way, if the client issues a read operation to one of the other replicas,
before the propagation of the update, she can see stale data. Additionally,
in the primary-backup approach it is simple to control the concurrency of
updates (serialized at the master), although a single master can be seen as
a bottleneck in the system.

Multi-master replication: In multi-master replication the write and read op-
erations can be made at any replica. Like in primary-backup, the propagation
of updates is made in a similar way, either in the lazy or eager approach. How-
ever, in the eager approach the replicas must synchronize in order to decide
on a single ordering of concurrent updates, which can lead to heavy commu-
nication. In the lazy approach, there are some situations where conflicts can
occur, which can be hard to solve as was described before. Considering the
previous description, we can state that the multi-master approach is more
flexible than primary-backup and allows a better distribution of write oper-
ations among the replicas. Unfortunately, the existence of multiple masters
imposes a higher level of synchronization that can lead to a large number of
messages.

3.7 Existing Systems

This section will introduce some systems that are relevant for the work that
is going to be developed. Most of these systems are intended to be deployed in a
large-scale setting and illustrate the implementation of some consistency models
described before.
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3.7.1 Chain Replication Chain Replication, introduced in [20], is a primary-
backup approach that allows to build a datastore that provides linearizability,
high throughput, and availability. This approach assumes that replicas are orga-
nized in a chain topology. A chain consists of a set of nodes where each node has
a successor and a predecessor except for the first (head) and last (tail) nodes of
the chain.

The write operations are directed to the head of the chain and are propagated
until they reach the tail. At this point the tail sends a reply to the client and
the write finishes. The way updates are propagated along the chain ensures the
following property, named Update Propagation Invariant : the history of updates
of a given node is contained on the history of updates of its predecessor. Contrary
to write operations, read operations are always routed to the tail which returns
the value of the object. Since all the values stored in the tail are guaranteed to
have been propagated to all replicas, reads are always consistent.

The failure of a node can break the chain and render the system unavailable.
To avoid this problem, chain replication provides a fault-tolerance mechanism
that recovers from node failures in three different situations. This mechanism
assumes the fail-stop model [21] and operates as follows:

– If the head (H) of the chain fails, then the head is replaced by its successor
(H+). All the pending updates, that were in H, and were not propagated to
H+ are assumed to have failed.

– The failure of the tail is handled by replacing it by its predecessor. By the
property of update propagation invariant is guaranteed that the new tail has
all the needed information to continue on normal operation.

– Unlike the failures described above, the failure of a node in the middle of the
chain (S) is not simple to handle. To remove S from the chain, its successor
(S+) and its predecessor (S−) must be informed. Also, it must be guaranteed
that the updates propagated to S are propagated to S+, so that the property
of update propagation invariant is not violated.

Failed nodes are removed from the chain, which shortens its size. Although,
a chain with a small number of nodes tolerates fewer failures. To overcome this
problem, chain replication also offers a mechanism to add nodes to a chain. The
simplest way of doing this procedure is to add a node after the tail (T). In order
to add a node T+, the current tail needs to propagate all the seen updates to
T+, and is later notified that is no longer the tail.

Chain replication is considered as a Read One, Write All Available (ROWAA)
approach, which implements linearizability in a very simple way. However, chain
replication is not applicable to partitioned operation and has some disadvan-
tages, as follows; The overloading of the taill with write and read operations,
which hinders throughput and constitutes a bottleneck in the system; The fail-
ure of just one server makes the throughput of read and write operations, drop
to zero until the chain is repaired.
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Recent work [22], on top of chain replication, tries to mitigate the problem
of the tail overloading by allowing reads to be routed to any node. There is also
an effort in trying to improve chain replication behavior in a multiple datacenter
scenario by providing different chain topologies [23].

3.7.2 Clusters of Order-Preserving Servers (COPS) COPS [15] is a
datastore designed to provide causal+ consistency guarantees while providing
high scalability over the wide-area. It provides the aforementioned guarantees
through the use of operation dependencies. The dependencies of an operation
are the previous operations that must take place before the former, in order
to maintain the causal order of operations. These dependencies are included in
the read/write requests issued by a client. Operations can only take place if the
version of an object, present in a datacenter, fulfills the dependencies. Otherwise,
operations are delayed until the needed version is written in the datacenter.

The authors argue that COPS is the first system to achieve causal+ con-
sistency in a scalable way. Previous work on this topic [14, 13] described the
implementation of systems that provide causal+ consistency. However, these
systems do not scale and are not suitable for a Geo-replication scenario. COPS
also introduces a new type of operations named as get-transactions. These oper-
ations allow a client to read a set of keys ensuring that the dependencies of all
keys have been met before the values are returned. The usefulness of these op-
erations can be better assessed with resort to an example: imagine that we issue
two writes to objects A and B in a sequential order, however it could happen
that the write on B is propagated faster among the replicas. Considering this,
if we issue two consecutive reads to A and B it could happen that we see the
old value of A and the new value of B, which is correct according to the causal
ordering of operations but is not desirable in some applications. To overcome
this situation we could use the get-transaction construct, which imposes that if
we read the new version of B we must also read the new version of A (because
the write on A happens-before the write on B). Additionally, in the case that
we read the old version of B, then either the old or the new version of A can be
observed.

The guarantees and scalability of COPS are a result of the use of depen-
dencies. However, these dependencies are stored in the client and the system
has no control over them, which may lead to problems, such as the following:
The number of dependencies stored in the client can be very large, especially
when using get-transactions. This constitutes a major drawback in this solution
because client applications may not be able to store this amount of information.

3.7.3 Walter Recent work on geo-replication introduced a new key-value
store that supports transactions, known as Walter [18]. This datastore imple-
ments parallel snapshot isolation (described previously) allowing the transac-
tions to be asynchronously propagated after being committed at one site, by a
central server. Transactions are ordered with resort to vector timestamps, as-
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signed at their beginning, which contains an entry for each site. Each vector
timestamp represents a snapshot of the data in the system.

Walter also introduces two novel mechanisms that are also used to implement
PSI: preferred sites and counting sets. Each object has a preferred site that
corresponds to the datacenter closer to the owner of that object. This enables
transactions that are local to the preferred site to be committed more efficiently
using a Fast Commit protocol. This protocol allows for a transaction to commit
at the preferred site without contacting other sites. To commit a transaction
in this way, Walter must perform two checks: check if all objects in the write-
set have not been modified since the transaction started; check if object in the
write-set are unlocked. If the two conditions are verified then the transaction
can be committed. However, if the transaction is not local it must execute a
Slow Commit protocol. This protocol consists in a two-phase commit protocol
between the preferred sites of the objects being written.

The counting sets are a new data type, similar to commutative replicated data
types [24], that allows to avoid write-write conflicts. Operations where counting
sets are acceptable can be quickly committed using the Fast Commit protocol,
improving the throughput in those cases.

Walter was designed to provide PSI in a scalable way considering a geo-
replicated scenario. However, there are some factors that can hinder its scalabil-
ity. The fact that transactions are executed and committed by a central server at
each site corresponds to a bottleneck in performance. Moreover, if transactions
are not local, then they must be committed by the Slow Commit protocol, which
can limit the throughput and scalability.

3.7.4 Yahoo’s PNUTS PNUTS [8] is a large scale data storage system,
built by Yahoo, that provides storage for applications that are geographically dis-
tributed. This system tries to provide some guarantees between strong and even-
tual consistency, by implementing the per-record timeline consistency model.
This relaxed model allows PNUTS to provide better guarantees than eventual
consistency systems while maintaining the performance and scalability proper-
ties.

This system works with records as its data storage unit, which consists of a
row of a common database table. To implement the aforementioned consistency
model each record has its own master replica, to which all updates are routed.
The master of a record is selected according to the following criteria: if a replica
receives a majority of updates to a record, that have origin in the same geographic
region, then that replica is selected as the master. This way, PNUTS allows an
adaptive change of the master, according to the workload changes.

PNUTS provides an API containing a new set of operations that allows the
achievement of different degrees of consistency. However, these operations impose
over the applications, the task of explicitly including version numbers in some of
their calls to the API, exposing the internal structure of the system. Moreover,
the current version of PNUTS is not adaptable to network partition scenarios
due to the existence of a master replica. If a partition occurs and the master is
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on one side of the partition, then the other side cannot reach the master and two
situations could occur: i) The side of the partition that cannot reach the master
will not make any updates; ii) a new master is elected (on the side that cannot
access the master) and there will be two master replicas, which is not desirable.

3.7.5 Lazy Replication Lazy replication, introduced in [25], is considered
as a multi-master approach that allows to build causal consistent distributed
systems. This technique states that operations are only executed at one replica.
The rest of the replicas are updated in the background using lazy gossip mes-
sages. Therefore, it aims at providing better performance and scalability at the
cost of providing weaker consistency guarantees.

The causal consistency model is implemented by using multipart timestamps,
which are assigned to each object. These timestamps consist on a vector that
contains the version number of the object at each replica. This vector must be
included (in the form of dependencies) in all update and query requests so that
operations respect the causal ordering: an operation can only be processed at a
given node if all the operations on which it depends have already been applied at
that node. Furthermore, the nodes must be aware of the versions present in other
replicas. This information is maintained in a table that is updated by exchanging
gossip messages between replicas. When a node is aware that a version as already
reached all replicas then it issues an acknowledgment message so that the gossip
dissemination protocol can be stopped.

The causal consistency guarantees provided by this approach allow its adap-
tation to a Geo-replicated scenario while maintaining scalability. Moreover, this
technique is able to handle network partitions since the replicas can synchronize
the updates when network recovers from the partition, without affecting the
operation of the system. However, this approach has a major drawback: large
vector timestamps. These timestamps must be stored in the client and can be
very large in a system that comprises hundreds of nodes.

3.7.6 Amazon’s Dynamo Amazon has many services that ust be highly
available and scalable in order to provide a good user experience. One of the
components that helps satisfying these requirements is the Dynamo key-value
store [26]. This store is based on a Distributed Hash Table that implements
eventual consistency.

Dynamo provides eventual consistency guarantees in the event of failures or
high load of the system. In this scenario, read and write operations are made
over a number of replicas that represent a majority (quorum technique). This
number can be configured by applications, however the number of read and write
replicas must be higher than the existing replicas (i.e., read and write quorums
must overlap). Each write creates a new version that corresponds to a vector
clock, which is used in read operations to obtain the most recent version in a
read quorum.
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Unlike most datastores, Dynamo was designed to provide high write avail-
ability. Therefore, it allows multiple writes at multiple replicas resulting in write-
write conflicts. These conflicts can be handled either automatically or by noti-
fying the application, that then solves the conflict by other means.

3.7.7 Discussion and Comparison The previous sections have described a
number of systems that use different approaches to build a distributed datas-
tore. These systems implement different consistency models, concurrency control
mechanisms, and replication mechanisms, as can be seen in Table 1.

As shown in the table, most of these solutions tend to use optimistic concur-
rency control in order to exploit the maximum usage of the existing resources.
The studied systems that use pessimistic concurrency control (Chain Replication
and PNUTS) require that all writes are serialized at a single replica (avoiding
the existence of concurrent updates). According to the latter, Chain Replication
is not suitable for a Geo-replicated scenario due to the low scalability of the ap-
proach. On the other hand, PNUTS makes use of relaxed consistency guarantees
in order to achieve a scalable and efficient solution.

Additionally, the majority of the studied systems implement a primary-
backup or multi-master replication mechanism with the exception of Dynamo.
However, the latter must relax consistency guarantees in order to scale for a large
number of users. This is due to the fact that an active replication mechanism
that provides strong consistency requires a heavy synchronization protocol that
hinders the performance of the system.

COPS and Lazy Replication are examples of the implementation of a multi-
master replication approach. As we can see, both approaches require the storage
of metadata (dependencies) in the client, which allows to achieve the causal
ordering of operations. However, both solutions can be used in a Geo-replicated
scenario at the cost of storing some (possibly large) amount of information at
each client.

Systems Consistency Model
Concurrency Control Replication Approach

Optimistic Pessimistic Active Primary-Backup Multi-Master

Chain Replication Linearizability X X(eager)

COPS Causal+ X X(lazy)

Walter PSI X X(lazy)

PNUTS Per-record timeline X X(lazy)

Lazy Replication Causal X X(lazy)

Dynamo Eventual X X

Table 1: Comparison between the presented systems.

According to the solutions described, it is reasonable to claim that most geo-
replicated applications tend to provide eventual consistency guarantees [26, 27],
which are the weaker of all models described. This is due to the fact that these
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applications cannot afford the increase in latency imposed by the implementation
of stronger models. Therefore, the consistency guarantees are weakened in order
to provide the maximum performance and scalability.

4 Architecture

The previous section introduced most of the context needed for achieving the
goals stated in Section 2. Considering the models described, it is reasonable to
say that some are acceptable in some applications and others are not.

As we can see, linearizability, serializability, sequential consistency, and snap-
shot isolation provide a set of guarantees that are most programmer-friendly,
since they allow the programmer to build applications without having to worry
about concurrency and replication issues. However, these models cannot scale
to the wide area because they require the use of a expensive construct (Dis-
tributed Consensus). Other models like causal, causal+, and PSI provide weaker
guarantees than the models above. Moreover, they provide some guarantees to
the programmer while maintaining scalability and performance, making them
attractive for Geo-replicated scenarios.

Hereupon, in our solution we intent to implement the causal+ consistency
model, which is interesting because it merges the best from causal and eventual
consistency: It provides stronger guarantees than eventual consistency (causal
ordering of operations), while preserving the convergence property, which avoids
the existence of divergent replicas (a problem of causal consistency). This model
is adaptable to a large number of applications that do not require atomic con-
sistency. However, they would benefit from the stronger consistency offered by
causal+ (instead of using eventual consistency). Also, we will try to provide
these guarantees in a efficient and scalable way in order to be able to port this
solution for a Geo-replicated scenario.

To achieve the aforementioned performance, our design will be based on
the chain replication approach. This approach constitutes a very simple and
flexible way of achieving primary-backup replication and atomic consistency,
while providing better throughput than other approaches [28]. More specifically,
this solution aims at relaxing the consistency guarantees offered in the chain
replication approach by providing causal+ consistency. Since chain replication
achieves good throughput while ensuring atomic consistency, it is expected that
the proposed solution will have better performance and scalability considering
the consistency model being implemented.

4.1 Operation Types

Considering the comparison and discussion stated previously, in this section
we describe the operations that will be supported by our datastore prototype. We
intend to provide two types of operations: isolated operations and multi-object
operations.

The set of isolated operations is composed by write and read operations,
which are described as follows:
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Write Operation: Write operations will allow a programmer to perform up-
dates on a given object. According to the specification described in the fol-
lowing section, write operations are always made over the newest version of
the object ensuring the guarantees imposed by causal+ consistency.

Read Operation: Read operations will enable a programmer to access the val-
ues of the stored objects that will reflect the outcome of the write operations.
Like the previous, read operations are ensured to provide values that are cor-
rect according to the causal order of operations.

There are some applications where reads and writes are not enough because
it could be very difficult to provide some functionalities with just these two types
of operations. Thus, we think it is interesting to provide multi-object operations,
which are inspired by the get-transactions supported by COPS. These operations
would be something similar to a transaction but they would only allow for a single
operation (read/write) over a set of objects (unlike fully-fledged transactions
that allow multiple operations within the transactional environment). To this
extent, we aim at providing two operations of this kind: multi-object reads and
multi-object writes.

Multi-object Read Operation: This operation would allow an application
to fetch a set of objects, whose values returned are ensured to fulfill all the
objects dependencies (similar to get-transactions). The rational for this op-
eration is the following: imagine a social network that allows users to share
photo albums. Alice is a user of this application and she removes Bob from
the list of users that can see her photos (ACL). Then Alice adds a new photo
that Bob should not be able to see. In this case if two read operations were
used to fetch both the ACL and the album, it could happen that Bob reads
an older version of the ACL and the new version of the album. This way, Bob
would see the new photo and would violate the semantics of the ACL. To
support this behavior, it would be interesting to provide multi-object reads.

Multi-object Write Operation: Unfortunately, multi-object reads may not
be enough to satisfy the application needs. There are some situations where
applications may need to modify a set of objects that depend on each other.
Considering the previous example, imagine that the application also supports
friend lists, in which users can remove and add friends. Imagine that Alice
is a friend of Bob, this means that her friend list has an entry for Bob
and Bob’s list has an entry for Alice. If Alice wants to remove Bob from her
friends the application would issue a write operation to remove Bob from her
list and an write operation to remove Alice from Bob’s list (in a sequential
order). However, if another user checks Bob’s profile between the two write
operations, she could see that Bob is a friend of Alice but Alice is not a
friend of Bob, which makes no sense since friendship is a reciprocal relation.
This way, it would be interesting to provide an operation primitive (multi-
object writes) that could update a set of values that do not make sense to
be updated in a separate way.
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4.2 Proposed Implementation

In this section we will describe the proposed design for our prototype. To sim-
plify the description we will only consider a single datacenter (a multi-datacenter
scenario will be described in the following section). Our design is based on using
a topology where nodes inside a datacenter are organized in a chain (Figure 3),
using similar techniques to those used in chain replication (Section 3.7.1). How-
ever, in chain replication the operations can only be issued to a single node,
in which writes are issued to the head and reads to the tail. This leads to an
overloading of the tail because it needs to process not only all the writes that
are propagated to it but also all the read requests (normally in higher number
than writes). Further developments made in CRAQ [22] allow read operations to
be issued to any node. However, this solution still requires some communication
between the node and the tail in some situations. Specifically, if the version on
the node has not yet reached the tail, then the node must contact the tail in
order to serve the read request. In this case some of the load is taken away from
the tail but it still gets saturated in a scenario where the number of writes is
high.

HEAD K TAIL

Eager Lazy

HEAD K TAIL

Write replyWrite request

Fig. 3: Example of a write operation.

Unlike chain replication, we intend to allow a set of nodes to serve read re-
quests, without communicating with the tail. This is possible due to the update
invariant property, which can be used to show that if a node k is causally con-
sistent, with respect to some client operations, then all predecessors of node k
are also causal consistent. Moreover, the replication mechanism that is going
to be employed is a hybrid between eager and lazy primary-backup replication
since updates will be propagated to some nodes (not all) before replying to the
client. Additionally, we will study different topologies of the chain to assess the
trade-offs between flexibility and operations complexity.

In order to provide an useful datastore to applications, the design will offer
the following type of operations: writes, reads, and multi-object operations. The
description of these operations is as follows:
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Write Operation: Like in chain replication, write operations will be directed
to the head of the chain. This operation will allow a client to write a new
value on a given object. This write corresponds to a new version that is going
to be propagated down the chain, until it reaches node k. The latter is the
kth node in the chain, as shown in Figure 3, this guarantees that the chain
has a minimum replication factor equal to k. This parameter is intended to
be configurable in order to provide a trade-off between availability and write
latency (i.e., if we choose a bigger k we will have a bigger replication factor
but also a higher write latency). When the write operation reaches node k,
a reply containing the new version and some metadata (used in following
read operations), is sent to the client. At the same time, the write operation
is propagated further (in a lazy way) down the chain, until it reaches the tail.

Read Operation: The read operation provided by our approach will allow a
client to issue read operations to a set of consistent nodes. This set of nodes
is identified by the metadata that is returned in read and write operations
(explained above). If the client reads a version that has already reached the
tail then the set of consistent nodes contains all nodes in the chain and no
metadata is returned (i.e., in the absence of the metadata the read operation
can be made in any node). Otherwise, the set of consistent nodes contains
the node that served the request and all its predecessors. The client is in-
formed by piggybacking the metadata in the read result.

Multi-object Read Operation: The straightforward solution to implement
this kind of operation is to retrieve the values that are at the head of each
object’s chain. However, this solution would have a poor performance be-
cause it does not allow for the load to be distributed among the nodes in
an object’s chain. Therefore, we will develop new solutions for implementing
this operation in the future work.

Multi-object Write Operation: One simple way to implement this operation
is to employ a two-phase commit protocol between the heads of the objects’
chains. Given that a two-phase commit protocol has poor performance and
low scalability, in the future work we intend to propose new protocols for
multi-object write operations.

4.3 Adaptation to Geo-replication

In order to use the previous design in a Geo-replicated scenario, the chain
must be adapted to multiple datacenters. One possible solution for this setting
is to use the following topology: the chain would have multiple heads (i.e., one
for each datacenter) and a single tail (located in one of the datacenters), as can
be observed in Figure 4. However, other solutions will be discussed in the future
work.
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HEAD1 HEAD2

Datacenter 1 Datacenter 2

K

TAIL

K’

J’

Fig. 4: Proposed topology for a geo-replicated scenario.

In order to provide the topology described above, operations would need to
be modified. One of the possible solutions for these modifications are described
as follows:

Write Operation: All the write operations issued by a client would be redi-
rected to the nearest datacenter in order to experience a smaller latency.
After reaching the head of the nearest datacenter, the write request would
be propagated to the other datacenters’ heads. Additionally, in this scenario
it is possible for concurrent writes, to the same object, to occur at differ-
ent datacenters. In order to solve this write-write conflict, the system would
require the existence of some synchronization mechanism to order the writes.

Read Operation: Read operations would not require extensive modifications.
Only the metadata that is returned to the clients would need to reflect the
state in all datacenters (larger than with a single local chain). This is useful
when the nearest datacenter is unreachable and the client still wants to ac-
cess data in a causal+ consistent way (on another datacenter).

Multi-Object Operations: Since multi-object operations are not yet clearly
defined how they are going to be implemented to a single local chain, their
adaptation to this setting will be further developed in future work.
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5 Evaluation

The goal of this work is to build a datastore that provides causal+ consistency
while providing good performance and scalability in a geo-replicated scenario.
To assess the validity of the proposed architecture we intend to build a prototype
and to evaluate the implementation experimentally. This evaluation procedure
will be focused on four main aspects:

– Determine the throughput of read, write, and multi-object operations;

– Analyze the effects of write operations on read throughput and the effect of
multi-object operations on both reads and writes;

– Determine the latency of each type of operations;

– Assess the size of the metadata that must be stored in the client in order to
achieve the desired guarantees.

Moreover, we want to show the trade-off between stronger consistency guar-
antees and weaker guarantees, while comparing with a similar replication ap-
proach (chain replication). Additionally, if time allows, we intend to port an
application to use our prototype and analyze the benefits of this change.

6 Scheduling of Future Work

Future work is scheduled as follows:

– January 9 - March 29, 2012 Detailed design and implementation of the pro-
posed architecture, including preliminary tests.

– March 30 - May 3: Perform the complete experimental evaluation of the re-
sults.

– May 4 - May 23: Write a paper describing the project.

– May 24 - June 15: Finish the writing of the dissertation.

– June 15: Deliver the MSc dissertation.

7 Conclusions

In this report we presented the most relevant mechanisms used to build a
data storage infrastructure for large-scale Geo-replicated applications.

In the first place we introduced the benefits that result from the use of replica-
tion and concurrency control and we identified consistency as its main challenge.
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Then, we introduced some consistency models, which are considered relevant
for the work being developed. Moreover, we surveyed the existing concurrency
control and replication mechanisms. Some existing solutions were described in
order to provide some awareness on the current state of art, concerning a Geo-
replicated scenario.

We also proposed a design for a datastore that aims at providing some con-
sistency guarantees to programmers while maintaining a reasonable throughput
and scalability. The major challenges in this design are to avoid the storing of
metadata in the client and the implementation of multi-object operations.

We concluded the report with a description of the methodologies that we
expect to apply during the evaluation of the proposed architecture.
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